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A short story by Isaac Bashevis Singer 
appeared in the Partisan Review in 1953 entitled 
"Gimpel the Fool." Singer wrote the story in 
Yiddish, the original of all of his literary work. 
The English translation is by Saul Bellow. "Gimpel" 
brought Singer to the attention of the American 
literary public. His short stories, novellas and 
full-soal e novels oame to enjoy in the fifties and 
sixties an ever growing popularity. He caught the 
imagination - the only living Yiddish writer to do 
s o - of the literati, particularly of the younger 
s et. He beoame a campus celebrity, a favorite of 
the s ophisticated reader and, eventually, a best 
s eller. "Gimpel the Fool" has b e en included in 
numerous anthologies. It may well be, as many 
critics conclude, Singer's masterpiece. 

Gimpel was born and raised in the Shtetl, 
t he East-European Jewish village. His particular 
shtp.tl, the village of Frampol, i s indistinguishable 
f rom Tevye's Anatevka of FiQdler on the ROOT fame. 
or from a hundred other such villages which dotted 
pre-World-War I Lithuania, Russian Poland and the 
Ukraine. We glimpse through Gimpel and the other 
Singer characters the world of the shtetl as it slept 
and stumbled and suffered through the last few 
c enturies. Pious hassidic Jews are still dancing, 
Rabbis still pondering, children still studying, 
t he poor still hungering, as if that strange ~orld 
were still alive, as if it had not all ended ln ashes 
and death. 

Gimpel introduces himself with typical, 
s traightforward innocence: "I am Gimpel the fool. 
I don't think myself a fool. On the contrary. But 
t hat's what folks call me. They gave me the name 
while I was still in school ... What did my foolishness 
~onsist o£? I was easy to take in. They said, 
'Gimpel, you know the rabbi's wi£e has been brought 
~~ chi~dbed.' So I s kipped school. Well it turned 
:'~~n ~c: be a li~. How was I supposed to k~ow? She 
~;~~y: h~~~at~~~ belir- But r never looked at her 
~ ;:2.ugger by natu~~~ i ~~i~Otlieh_ .. ,r'm really not 
= ~hey t a ke advanta ge of me 0 my s elf: Let it pass • . . . 
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"I was an orphan. My grandi'ather who 
brought me up was already bent toward the grave. 
So they turned me over to a baker, and what a time 
they gave me there. Every woman or girl who came 
to ba ke a batch of noodles had to fool me at least 
once ... A student from the yeshiva came once to buy 
a roll and he said, ' You Gimpel, while you stand 
here scraping with your baker 's shovel , the Messiah 
has come. The dead have arisen .' 'What do you 
mean? ' I said . 'I heard no onc blowjng the ram's 
horn! ' He said, ' Are you deaf?' And all began to 
cry, 'We heard it, we heard!' Th~n in came Rietz~ 
the candle-dipper and called out In her hoarse VOIce, 
'Gimpel , your father and mother have stood up from 
the grave. They're looking for you . ' 

"To tell the truth, I know ever well that 
n othing of the sort had happened, but all the same, 
a s folks were talking, I threw on my wool vest and 
went out. Maybe something had happened. What did 
I stand to lose by lookj.ng? Well, what a cat music 
went up! And then I took a vow to believe nothing 
more. But that was no go either ..• " 

The town matchmakers, who included just 
a bout everyone in Frampol, marry him off to Elka, 
t he town whore, assuring him that she was virgin 
pure. While the marriage contract was being drawn 
up Gimpel "heard the most pious h igh Rabbi ask, 'Is 
t he bride a widow or divorced woman?' And the 
s exton' s wife answered for Elka, 'Both a widow and 
d ivorced. 'If It was a black moment for Gimpel. But 
;'1hat waG he to do, run away f rom under the marriage 
:::anopy? 

No t four months after the marriage Elka 
- ~s in c~ildbed. The townspeople hid their iaughter 
__ -: th thelr knuckles. But what could poor Gimpel do? 
~_ka suffered intolerable pains and clawed at the 
~!~~s .. "Gimpel," she cried, "I'm gOing. Forgive 
~~ ' Glmpel ran to the synagogue to pray and to 
?;~ylTe Psalms. But the people only jeered, "Pray! 

Prayer never made a woman pregnant ... " 

___ ",; ' E~ka gave birth to a boy and at the c ir
-~- -Sl on Glmpel named the child after his own 
=a~~er . But when all were h ' 

gone, e flnally confronted 
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Elka: lIHow can you make such a fool of one who 
should be lord and master? Do you think this is the 
way to treat an orphan? You have borne a bastard. 11 

But she insisted that the child was his. lIHow can 
he be mine, 11 Gimpel protested, "He was born seventeen 
weeks after the wedding!" But Elka assured him 
that the child was premature. "Isn't he a little 
too premature?" Gimpel argued. Elka then told him 
that "she had had a grandmother who carried just as 
short a time as she, and she resembled this grandmother 
of hers as one drop of water does another." "To 
tell the plain truth," Gimpel confesses, "I didn't 
beliBve her .•• But then who really knows how such 
things are." 

One night the oven in the bakery broke 
down and Gimpel arrived home unexpectedly, only to 
see a strange man's form next to Elka. His first 
impulse was to make an uproar, but then the thought 
occurred to him that he might wake the child. "A 
little thing like that -- why frighten a little 
swallow." So he just silently stole out of the house, 
went back to the bakery and till morning never shut 
an eye. "Enough of being a donkey," he said to 
himself. "There's a limit even to the foolishness 
of a fool like Gimpel." 

' .. 
Gimpel stayed away from his home for nine 

months after this incident. But overcome by his 
loneliness and his longing for his wife and his child, 
he finally decides to return. "I wanted to be angry," 
Gimpel confides, "but that 's my misfortune exactly. 
I don't have it in me to be really angry." "In the 
first place, his thoughts went, "there's bound to 
be a slip sometime. You can 't live without errors .•. 
And then, since she denies it so, I was only seeing 
things. Hallucinations do happen. 11 He resolves 
that in the future he would always believe what he 
was told. "What's the good of not believing," Gimpel 
reasons, "Today it's your wife you don't believe, 
tomorrow it's God Himself you won't take stock in." 

Gimpel lived with his wife twenty years. 
She bore him six children. All kinds of things 
happened, but Gimpel neither saw nor heard. He believed 
and that's a.ll . Suddenly, his wife took sick. Daily 
the healer came, every witch doctor in the neighborhood 
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was ?rought. They even called a doctor from Lublin, 
but lt was too late. Before she died she called 
Gimpel to her bed and said, "Forgive ~e, Gimpel ..• 
I t was ugly how I deceived you all these years. I 
want to go clean to my Maker , and so I have to tell 
you that the children are not yours." "Her eyes 
t urned glassy and it was all up with Elka ..• On her 
whitened lips there remained a smile." Gimpel imagined 
t~at c1Aad as she was, she was saying, "I deceived 
Glmpel. That was the meaning of my brief life." 

One night when the period of morning was 
j one, as Gimpel lay dreaming on the flour sacks, the 
Spirit of Evil himself appeared and said to him, 
"The whole world deceived you and you ought to 
deceive the world in your turn." "How can I deceive 
he whole world?" Gimpel asked him. He answered, 

"You might accumulate a bucket of urine every day 
and at night pour it into the dough. Let the sages 
of Frampol eat filth." "What about the judge~ent 
~n the world to come?' Gimpel said. "There ls.no 
',.:orld to come," he said. "They':re ~old you a b~ll 

f goods and talked you into belleVlng,yOU car~led 
t' ur belly" "Well, then ," Glmpel sald, 

;'a~~ i~nth~re a ~Od?" He ans~~re~~m"~~e~~k!~.no,,~Od 
~ i ther. " "What lS. there then, 1 p 
_- . k mire " he sald. 
~.!1 1C , 'm el had to answer the 

Then it happe~ed. ~ls~w the risen doug~ 
::2.11 of nature and p~ss~~~, ~])O it." In brief, Glmpel 
---" ich seemed to say ~ d 'Shortly thereafter, ~e, -:t himself be persua e • in her shroud appeare ln 
~:l l into a doze and Elka h' "What have you done, 
~;~ dream. She called to f1ID'll Because I was false 
- - ~ f 01' You 00 ' ' d -: -n el~ •• , YoU o· t ~ I never decelve 
- =-eve~ything else false o~'g for it all, Gimpel." 
-:-~ne but myself! I 'm paYln 
--- d waked and remained 

Gimpel was startled an thing hung 
b H sensed that every 

-~~~~ng about dum. e d he'd lose 
__ ~~e ba~ance. A faloea~!ehi~O~i~nhelP' Gimpel , 
_-=~al Ilfe. But GOd

l 
g d took out the 10aves,carr1ed 

-=~-e the long shove an ~nto the yard and buried them all. 

After many years Gimpel became old and white. 
_ -=a=~ a great deal, many lies and falsehoods, but 
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the longer he lived the more he understood that there 
were really no lies. "Whatever doesn't really happen 
is dreamed a t night. It happens to one if it doesn't 
happen to another, tomorrow if not today, or a century 
hence if not next year. What difference can it make? " 

Gi mpel concludes his tale confident that 
when the t ime comes, he will go joyfully. He is 
certain t hat "whatever will be there, it will be real , 
without compl ication, without ridicule, without 
deception . God be praised: there even Gimpel cannot 
be deceived ." 

II 

Gimpel is a schlemiel, a fool in the classic 
tradition. Like his historic predecessors, he 
appears inept, inadequate, gullible - the dup~. ~ut 
his fooli shness is ambiguous, often feigned, lronlC. 
He may appear pathetic, even absurd , but we are 
artfully led to suspect and finally we may be persuade~ 
as the author intends we should be, that it is all 
a mask which hides a strength and even a profound 
wisdom. 

The schlemiel disarms his audience with a 
seeming in~enuousness, ~n apparent artless innoc ence. 
He gains our sympathy and often our admiration by 
oaring to acknowledge his limitations. He boldly 
lays bare his weaknesses. He invites, he encourages 
us to join him in laughing at h imself. He enlists 
our sympathetic laughter so that we will side with 
him, and then we cry with him and suffer with him to o. 
It is a subtle , seductive strategem whereby "gullibil ~ 
may pose as "faith" and the dupe may pass himself 
off as a hero. The schlemiel adopts the fool's 
stance to disguise and to hide his weakness, to 
persuade his listeners that his gullibility is really 
a strength , a heroic mode. 

Faithful to t he schlemiel tradition, Gimpel 
"d08S:n't think himself a fool. On the contrary." 
As the story progresses, the reader comes to perceive 
that th~s judgement is more than Gimpel's self
perceptl?n. It is a view shared by the author as 
~~ll •. Slnger f?reshadows Gimpel's ultimate beati
flcatlon by hav~ng the Ra bbi say to Gimpel " ... b e tter 
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to be a fool all your days than for one hour to be 
evil. You are not a fool. They are the fools." 

Gimpel was more than sufficiently aware 
and perceptive to have chosen skepticism - the cynical 
mode of his persecutors. He could have battled and 
re~lsed to be taken in. He even considered that 
option for a brief moment. "I took a vow to believe 
n othing, rt he tells us. But he deliberately rejects 
d isbelief, toughness, suspicion. He consciously 
chooses to play the naive fool as a strategy of 
survival, to retain his sanity and his humanity in 
t he face of a cruel all pervasive cynicism - or so 
Singer would have us believe. Gimpel suffers the 
cuckold's horns, he sacrifices virility, reputation, 
d ignity, even the sweetness of revenge not because 
h e is a coward, a loser, a pariah. He adopts the 
f ool's pose, Singer tries to p ersua~e us, because. 
of Gimpel's compassion, to prevent Innocent.sufferlng, 
be cause he affirms life, faith, love and reJects 
cynicism with its inevitable loneliness, sterility 
and death. 

The conclusion of the story is sober and 
"straight." Gimpel evolves from the simpleton into 
a saintly character. The pose of the schlemiel is 
a failure in this vale of tearA. When Elka, Gimpel's 
:vife, dies admitting her deceptions, he is bereft 
?oth of dignity and love. The only alternative left 
-~ a.naive faith in a future reward. Gimpel will be 
~lndla:t~d i~ the world to come. "Whatever may be 
-~e~e , lt wlll b e real, without c omplication without 
::l dlcul~.". Gimpe~'S final ploy is a pious h~pe, an 
~~questlonlng bellef in a hereafter where truth 
2ev~tablr, tri~mph~. "There even Gimpel cannot be 
:~~~l~ed .. Fa~th ln the afterlife is the only option 
~~ - . 0 malnta1n t~e credibility of the ochlemiel's 
~?:Ol C stance. Salnthood is the only recourse and 
~~ -nt he becomes. ' 

Singer ~e ems to b t 11· 
-=.~pear8 superficially as a e 1me l.ng us tha~ what 
- ~::> f'ool .. . wea ess - the stance 04" --- - - 18 ln realit ..J. =- ~:shness hides a 'sup~ ~ str~ngth, herolc. Gimpel's 
~:-2 ~aith to cl r~or w1sdom. PaSsivity and 
---:---0 ' OSe one s eyes, not to know "to 
:_:~ "," ~nd tha;' saIl, II are not only viable ' they 

- -:- ~ -en a pre erre d mode - Singer suggp.sts'_ perhaps, 
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the only sane human response in a world of lies and 
deceit. The loser is the ultimate winner. 

Gimpel is no mere figment of Singer's 
creative genius . He is in his essential features a 
real, historic character - one of millions - whom 
Singer knows intimately as a normal part of his 
earliest environment. Gimpel embodies, perhaps a 
signif icant aspect of the author 's own personality. 
Not only is t.hp. s~hlp.miel mentality the natural 
ambience of Singer's nurture, Singer even bears a 
remarkable physical resemblance to our mental image 
of the older Gimpel - a gnome - like, pale, little 
man with a prominp.nt bald head which doesn't quite 
seem to fit, somehow; too big to be supported by 
the frail torso . 

Like most of his characters, Singer is 
himself the product of the shtetl of Eastern Europe 
where rolling with the punch, credulousness and 
passivity, bravely disguised as cleverness and~ng
suffering heroism, were tools of survival, a way of 
life for centur i es . And, in a sense, Singer never 
left that world . He immigrated to the Unit ed States 
when already in his thirties and soon after his 
arrival joined the staff of the leading Yiddish 
daily newspaper, The Forward, where he published seri -
fict ion under his own name and journalistic pieces 
under a pseudonym, Warshawsky. Only in 1949, when 
Singer was already in his middle forties, did a novel 
of hiS, The Family Moskat, appear in English trans
lation. 

Whether he is motivated by a profound 
nostalgia, or a deep need to immortali ze a world 
brutally destroyed, or merely because he used the 
most natural and congenial vehicle for his literary 
talent, Singer evokes the shtetl, the Jewish Pale 
of Settlement in Russia as the backdrop for his 
fiction . It is the base from which he wanders, the 
norm from which he deviates. It is not at all 
surprising that Singer , writing in New York initially 
for a Yiddish speaking audience, would choose his 
characters from the group he intimately knows and 
that he would place them within a culture and physical 
environment where he and his readers are most at 
home, in a locale where they are attuned to every 
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nuance and gesture . The schlemiel figure is an in
s eparable part of that world, probably the most 
familiar character in it. He survives the holocaust 
and is brought to America by I. B. Singer in the gu i se 
of Gimp el the Fool. 

What intrigues and puzzles is the enthusi
astic welcome Gimpel and his companions receive in 
the po s t-war period from a considerable segment of 
the American reading public. The younger generation 
espe c ially, aware, alert, urbanished - Jew and non
Jew alike - warmly embraced him and hailed him as 
the new American hero. One would have anticipated 
a more cautious reception. The fate of the schlemiel 
within recent memory - he was inc inerated by the 
thousands - should have made the thinking, perceptive 
reader wary of passive responses and the consolations 
of irony and faith. 

The insights of modern psychology should 
al so have put an aware, sensitive literary public on 
guard . "psychoanalys i s," Theodore Reik tells us, 
"would nharacterize the schlemiel as a masochistic 
character who has the strong unconsciuQs will to 
f a il and to spoil his chances ." He is.not only re
conciled to fa ilure,he seems to crave It. Another 
cr iti c describes the schlemiel syndrome as "an ex?use, 
an apology and a rationalization. To b e a schlemlel 
i s to have a stronghold for retreat." The sto~y of 
-he man who lost his wallet illustr a tes the pOlnt. 
~e searched for the lost wallet in every ?orner of 
-- th b d the chairs but wlthout 
:he room, u~der 8 h ~ 'omes more frantic but still 
suc cess. H1S ~earc ~~ com anion, anxious to be of 
- 0 results. Flnily, hl 1 Pked in the pocket of 
- ts "Have you 00 . ' th ~elp, sugges , . k this companlon Wl 
_ ur coat? " The man 100 s a saying'? If I look 
- . "What are you . I'm 
: ~sgust and says . 11 t is not there, then 
_~ my coat and the wa e 
:,=al ly in trouble." 

. Id s eem to have 
The 10s er_as-wln~er.woU u s American Folk-

with the lndlgeno iel would rub 
: ~~ ' le in common t that the schl~m. 1 American 
~Le . We RhOula .e~pec. The tradltl0na 
~-=- ~=,."t th .. Aro.c>r "::.cd.n f',;ra1.-u . "', d a. tne s trong , 
~~~ ~c re~ourcc1ul a=d hard u8 u ~ , a. tw·ts the --- - -~ t f m the h~p an ou 1.-
~;-=~~ ~~~e who sho~ s ro -heads. We have 
- - re- they dimwlts or wooly egg 

_= II 
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ra.rely identified with the lachrymose bleeding
hearts. Our nurture is the reality rootednes s of 
Poor Richard and Davy Crockett, the down-to-earth 
gumption of the frontiersman, the code of the 
athlete, the tough guy. "Can do" is our national 
motto. It would have been diff icult to foresee how 
the schlemiel who was mostly the product of the 
repressive, poverty ridden East European Jewish town 
could thrive in an open American society - with its 
socia] mobility and opportunitic8 for achievement . 

The initial reception of the schlemiel 
in the earlier decades of the cent~ry was, in fact, 
frosty and hostile . One writer, Ruth Wisse, traces, 
in a recent volump., whA.t she terms "the ioy bcginnings 
of the schlemiel in American fiotion," to Robert 
Oohn, the antagonist in Ernest Hemingway's The Sun 
Also Rises, one of the most acclaimed books of the 
1920's. Hemingway portrays sympathetically the 
impotent members of what Gertrude Stein called "the 
lost generation" who are unable to overcome the 
physical and psychological wounds sustained in the 
war. They may move beyond pity, the book suggests, 
if they learn restraint and self control. Romero, 
the bullfighter, represents the traditional Western 
hero in the novel, "a man of dignity, truth-to-self, 
physical courage , romantic polish - the old fashioned 
virtues." The hero through his eapework in the 
bull-ring, "his purity of line through maximum 
exposure" embodies the aesthetic and moral core of 
Hemingway's book. Robert Oohn, the Jew, is the foil 
of this lofty code. He betrays all the book ' s 
standards . He is capable neither of containment, 
nor purity, nor any line. "When he drinks a lot, 
Cohn gets drunk and sick. When he falls in love, 
he is shameless ••• , the hopeless victim of his emotion. 

Restraint , in Hemingway's code, equals 
manhood. But Oohn in his Princeton jersey remains 
the eternal adolescent. He is a patsy for overbearing 
women; he accepts humiliation; he is accused of 
revelling in it. "He is a tactless blunderer seemingly 
unconscious of the derision he inspires." Cohn 
behaves shamefully . He shows no understanding of 
manhood or manners. Among tough guys he is a 
sniveler . "I hate him," says Jake. "I hate him 
too," says -Brett, the protagonist. "I hate his 
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damned suffering." 

Cohn shares many of the characteristics of 
the classic schlemiel, but he remains a schlemiel
manque. Hemingway appreciates nei ther the humor of 
Cohn's condition nor the irony of his failure. The 
portrayal of Robert Cohn is tinged, no doubt, by 
the anti-Semitism current among American writers in 
the early decades of this century - from Henry Jame s 
to F. Scott Fitzgerald. Their attitude stemmed, in 
part, from an apprehension that something was corrod
ing American ideals. That "something" was associated 
with the Jew. Hemingway's anti-hero Robert Cohn is 
the most thorough and perhaps the least offensive 
portrayal of that menace - certainly, less vicious 
than Fitzgerald's description of Wolfsheim in The 
Great Gatsby. But whatever the causes may be, 
Hemingway's verdict of the schlemiel is wholly 
negative. 

There was, to be sure , even in the tw:enties, 
an American response to the schlemiel very different 
from that of the s ophisticated Hemingway crowd. 
Millions of Americans laughed and suffered and identi
fie d with the character brilliantly impersonated by 
Charlie Chaplin, a typical schlemiel, if there ever 
was one. Chaplin portrays the chronic plight of the 
little man who i s incessantly harried by the guardians 
of law and order, the representatives of society. 
His only protection against the incessant attacks of 
a hostile world - symbolized by the "cop" - are his 
own wits and the gentle kindness and humanity of 
casual acquaintances. In the eyes of society, the 
Chaplin character is always suspect. He is constantly 
"nabbed" ~or things he never did, yet he can almost 
~lways SlIP through the toils of the law. There io 
bviously no connection between what Chaplin does 
r does not do and the punishment which overtakes him 

?ecause he is suspect, he is called upon to bear the • 
: ~unt of much that he has not done. Yet at the same 
-:,l me, because he is beyond the pale, unh~mpered by 
7~e trammels of society, he is able to get away with 
':h~r~at ,. d~al. And, as Hannah Arendt perceptively 

I:le~ velS Hl her analysis of Ohaplin "the smaller 
:!:8 1S, the easier it becomes." ' 

Standing outside the pale, suspected by all 
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the world, the Gchlemiel - as Chaplin portrays him -
could not fail to arouse the sympathies of the common 
people who recognized in him the image of what 
society had done to them. If they laughed at the 
way he was forever falling in love at first sight, 
they reali zed at the same time that it was their 
kind of love - however rare it may be. Small wonder, 
then, that Chaplin's schmiel became the idol of the 
masses . But the sophisticated literary crowd, the 
in-groups, came to appreciate Chaplin only in r e tro
spect - when Chaplin films became "campy," the "in
thing ," long after Chaplin had become a dim memory 
in the minds of the masses. Perhaps the intellectual 
reader would have permitted himself the luxury of 
identifying with Chaplin's schlemiel in the dark of 
the movie thea tre during the twenties, in the anony
mity of the crowd. But by the respectable light of 
day, the Hemingway heroes reigned supreme. 

All of this radically changes following 
the sec ond war, a change given further impetus by 
the Korean experience. De sp ite the tragic history 
of the schlemiel in the ghettoes of Eastern Europe, 
in the face of the warnings of the psychoanalyst, 
and the long- s tanding hostility of' the dominant 
American literary tradition, Gimpel, the immigrant 
schlemiel is not only warmly embraced but he is made 
to feel at home by a large circle of relatives and 
admiring friends, second and third generation Americans 
schlemiel's all - who, miracle of miracles, are at 
the very center of the literary establishment and 
month after month dominate the best seller list. 
Melamud's Fidelman, Bellow's Herzog and Roth's 
Portnoy, to mention only the most prominent are 
Gimp el' s close companions. Thi s dazzling array of 
literary t alent even creates a new style, a rhetoric 
congenial to the schlemiel, so that he may achieve 
the comic effect of yiddish i nflection, free from the 
re strictions of grammar and permit an intensity 
impossible to attain with spare disciplined prose . 
This new generation of writers sees the schlemiel 
condition as the clearest alternative to the still 
dominant religion of success. And though there is 
nothing new about the opposition to success in Americ an 
fiction Anti-hero es from the pens of Henry James 
through'JameS T. Farrell have climbed to their doom 
at the top. But contemporary writers like Malamud 
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have stated the case positively, for the failures, 
rather than negatively, against the successes . 

Saul Bellow threw down the gauntlet to 
Hemingway in the opening lines of his first novel 
Dangling Man, with these words : "This is an era ~f 
hardboiled- dom. Today the code of tho athlete, of 
the tough-boy ••• - that curious mixture of striving, 
a sceticism and rigor ••• are stronger than ever. 
Do you have feelings? There are correct and incorrect 
ways of indicating them. Do you have an inner life? 
It is nobody's business but your own. Do you have 
emotions? Strangle them. To a degree, everyone 
obeys this code. And it does admit a limited kind 
of candor, a closemouthed straightforwardness. But 
on the truest candor, it has an i nhibitory effect. 
Most serious matters are closed to the hardboiled. 
They are unpracticed in introspection, and therefore 
badly equipped to deal with opponents whom they 
cannot shoot like big game or outdo in daring." 

"Hemingway's prose is stripped to the bone. 
There is no cant, no frills of sentimentality. No 
l ies are told." But this is not always synonymous 
with truth. The intricacies of rich personality 
cannot be explored without recourse to the emotive 
and intellectual probing of sentiment and conscience. 
And so Bellow intends to talk. "If I had as many 
mouths as Siva has arms and kept them going all the 
t ime, I still could not do justice to myself!" Bellow 
proclaims. 

Alexander Portnoy, the most popular pro
t agonist of American fiction since Bab~itt, is also, 
l ike his schlemiel anoestors, a verbalIzer whose 
es sential experience is linquisti c . The real mastur
bation of the book is verbal, the orgasms are 
- iterary climaxes. The hero aspires to sens~al . 
; l easure, but the true sensuality is the man~pulatlon 
:> f grammar. 

It is of interest, incidentally, that in 
~~ 8 pursuit of gulit- free pleasure, Portnoy ~nds up 
:: Israel, the one country where, fo: a varlety of 
--nlex reasons, the schlemiel and hlS humOrt~ave ~ 

-;=~l e appeal. Sex may not have been altoge her h d 
-- - '-' t b t at least e a 
:~:i sfactory before for Por noy, u 
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had it. In Israel where every tractor driver is his 
mother and the men are six foot sabras, so potent 
that tlley are "forever up in the mountain$,' " Portnoy 
becomes impotent. Here Portnoy is unmasked as the 
self depreciating character of ghetto humor, as the 
schlemiel he ess~ntially is. 

The prominence of the schlemiel on the 
American literary scene represents more than a few 
talented writers expressing their own sense of aliena
tion and of their search for meaning in a deperson
a lizen world where the old heroe~ seem, somehow, 
false and unreal. Millions of Americans share their 
dilemma. We are confronting a mass phenomenon. These 
writers sell by the millions. And best-sellers are 
a sensitive seismograph of the popular temper. The 
brilliant Dane, Soren Kierkegaard, lay buried for 
a hundred years, until his personal anxiety, his 
angst, was representative of the general human 
condition. Only then was he resurrected to become 
a best- seller, the hero of the existential revolution. 
What does the radical change in the American hero 
say about us? What does it tell us about where we 
are and of our real perception of ourselves? 

In typical Schlemiel mode, I should hazard 
a tentative answer only in the form of some questions. 
You recall the response of the Schlemiel when he 
was asked : "Why do you answer a question with a 
question?" And he replied, "Why shouldn'~ I.answer 
a question with a question? " Well, ~ do lnv:-te.y?ur 
serious consideration of what I conslder a slgnlflcant 
change in American attitudeQ But before we at~empt 
an answer even if only in the form of a questlon, 
we may fi~d a brief history of the schlemiel helpful. 

III 

The origin of the Yiddish word "schlemiel" . 
is obscure. It is related to another yi~di~h e~presslo!: 
schlimazl which means "bad luck." The ~lst~n~~l~~ 
is often made between the two by the ru eho tUof 
that the schlemiel is the one who drops t e po 

th hlimazl is the one the soup drops 
SOUP'T~~~ de~i~~tion is helpful but ?nly partia~ and 
on. f .. 1 The widespread popularlty of the erm 
super lCla • hl ·hl by 
is attributed to the novel Peter Sc eml 
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Adalbert von Chami s so, published i n Germany in 181 3 . 
Peter sells his shadow for a lucky purse but soon 
d i scovers that a man cannot live in society without 
a shadow. He becomes an easy prey of black mailers 
i s isolated and lonely until he can regain his use-' 
l e ss but indispensable extension of himself. 

In a learned essay on the subject, Professor 
Dov Sadan suggests that Peter Schlemihl is modelled 
on the fi gure Ahasuerus, the Wandering Jew, and that 
t h e lack of a shadow is the close s t metaphorical 
equivalent for the lack of a homeland. Sadan a lso 
sh ows that in the works of many of Chamisso's German
J ewish contemporaries, the term s chlemiel came to 
r epresent not the simple bungler but the man fated 
to be different, homeless, alien and Jewish. 

The great German-Jewish poet, Heinrich 
Heine , tra ces the term to a biblical source. All 
poets, he claims in his Hebrew Melodies, are schlemi el s , 
de s cendants of the biblica l charac ter Shelumiel 
mentioned in the Book of Number s (7: 36). Shelumiel, 
Heine conjectures, wa s the brother of another biblicQl 
personality by the name of Zimri who dallied with 
a Midianite woman and is reported to have been killed 
by the high-priest for his crime. Heine reasons, 
however, that by standing too close to his brother, 
Shelumiel was the one who was accidentally killed. 
Heine suggests that while Zimri, the brother, dallied, 
t he poor, innocent s chlemiel was smitten, (cf. Numbers 
25. 6-15), and thus became the father of all future 
s chlemiels. 

Whatever the orig in of the term, however, 
the schlemiel rea ches his zenith as a literary character 
i n the yiddish fi ction, folklore and humor of Eastern 
Europ e . He r epresent s the sum of the techniques 
t he Jew adopted to survive the pa in and harsh reality 
of Czari s t Russia and Poland. Two basic attitudes 
t oward the schlemiel may be discerned in the literature. 
One treat s him satirically, with sarcasm. The se cond 
approach is one of humor and idealization. During 
_ore optimistic times, when there was some hope of 
:~provement in the social and economic condition, 
-~e -domi nant attitude was Eatire, which is predicated 
=~ t he pos s ibility of social r eform. But where no 
-==or m i s po s sibl e , t he purpo se of satire is blunted. 
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Social satire can serve only those who control their 
own destinie s and whose action affect their fate. 
But the extreme poverty of Russian Jewry and its 
undiminishing vulnerability in the face of an anti
Semitic governmental poli~y made this line of chas
Lening useless. It is at the point of despair that 
the schlemiel assumes the guise of hero. The tradi
tional Western protagonist is heroic insofar as he 
attempts to change reality. The schlemiel becomes 
a hero when real action is impossible and reaction 
remains the only way a man can define himself. 

Sholom Aleichem, a pseudonym for Sholom 
Rabinowitz, the most gifted of Yiddish writers was 
pessimistic about the suggested programs for improve
ment of the lot of the Russian Jcw. He felt, 
therefore, that sarcasm and harsh criticism of Jewish 
life was cruel and useless . They ought to give way 
to the idealization of cert a in of its tendencies 
and types. Sholom Alei chem conceived of his writing 
as a solace for people whose situation was so desperat~ 
and unpleasant that they might as well laugh. The 
Jews of his works are a kind of schlemiel people, 
powerless and unlucky, but psychologically, spirituall
the victors in defeat. 

One writer describes Sholom Aleichem's 
teehnique as follows: 

"We must be careful to understand the nature 
of Sholom Aleichem's laughter ..• It was the applicatio~ 
of a fantastic te chnique that the Jews had developed 
over the ages ... to counter the torments and dis
crimination to which they were continuously subjected. 
It was a technique of avo idance and sublimation; a lso 
a trick of theoretical reversal. They had found the 
trick of converting disaster into a verb~l tr~umph.:. 
They turned the t ables on their adversarles dlalectl-

11 a d though their physical disadvant~ges were ca y, n . the ~xternal s~~uat~on 
not diminiGhed.thereby, nO~ged with ~ feRl~ng of 
changed one whlt, they ems . 
victory. " . ue may be demon

Sholom Aleichem's techn:q 1902 ""DreyfuS 
story he wrote ~n Z 'dl in all 

strated,tlh~~~g~ a There is only one Jew,s ~~o ~uoscrioeE 
im Kasr~ e • t wn of Jewish pauper , 
of Kasrilevke, a 0 
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to a daily paper. ZaidI thus becomes the sole com
munication medium for the news hungry inhabitants. 
Each morning they besiege the post office, waiting 
for ZaidI to pick up his mail and read aloud the 
most recent event of the trial of Dreyfus, the French
Jewish army officer who was accused of being a spy . 
Tension mounts among the Jews of Kasrilevke, and on 
the morning whAn the verdict is expected the atmos
phere is charged. "They waited and waited for ZaidI 
to make his appearance . And when at last ZaidI 
appeared , and when he picked up the paper and read 
aloud to them that nice passage about Dreyfus, there 
arose such a roar, such a protest, that the very 
heavens must have split. And this protest was not 
against the judge who judged so badly; it was not 
aga inst the Frenchmen who had covered themselves with 
so much shame. No, this protest was against ZaidI 
who reud Lo them." 

"It can't .be," Kasrilevke screamed with one 
v oice. "It can't be! The heavens and the earth have 
promised that the truth must always come out on top, 
just as oil comes to the top of water. What will 
you tell us next? What lies? What stories?" 

"Idiots!" shouted poor ZaidI with all the 
s trength of his lungs, and he pushed the newspaper 
right into their faces. "Here! See what it says 
here in the paper!" 

"Paper!" cried Kasrilevke . "Paper! And 
if you stood here with one foot in heaven and one 
f oot on earth we still wouldn't believe you. Such 
~hings cannot be! No, this cannot be! It cannot be! 
-t cannot be!" 

Sholom Aleichem concludes his story with 
:~e brief question, "Well, and who was right?" 

I certainly would not presume to summarize 
:~e vast Yiddish schlemiel literature in these few 
=~~utes. I would only point out that all the subtle 
~j c omplex techniques of the schlemiel can be traced 
:: the JewIsh experience in Eastern Europe. To 
~~~~ec iate him fully, a knowledge of the shtetl and 
::= 8ulture is indispensable. 
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IV 

I return to the question I rCLised previously 
regarding the significance of the responsive chord 
which schlemiel humor and fiction struck during the 
fifties and sixties in the younger generation of the 
American reading public. One analyst suggests that 
the Jewish schlemiel has become a universal symbol . 
James Joyce indicated as much when he explained his 
choosing Leopold Bloom, the Jew , as the hero of 
Ulysses. Joyce is quoted as saying : "The Jew with 
his 'hang-ups,' his self-doubt, his self-hate and 
his awkward, alienated stance is the twentieth 
century symbol of Everyman." Needless to say, Joyce 
was describing the typical schlemiel. 

It has also been suggested that "when 
America as a whole began to experience itself as a 
'loser', the schlemiel was lifted from his parochial 
setting into national prominence. Thc more AmeL'ica 
felt its age and the shrinking opportunities for 
renewal or even improvement, the more the Eastern
Europe Jewish ghetto experience could provide the 
model for a new sensibility. " 

I confess in all candor that though I find 
the yiddish literary creativity profoundly moving 
and inspiring, the American schlemiel or his stance 
has, to understate the case, little appeal for me. 
I find comfort in the fact that the schlemiel's 
popularity is waning on the American scene and is 
even being rejected in the American fiction of the 
seventies. Tho task, as I see it is vigorous, whole
hearted engagement - sober, sklllful analysis of 
society ' s ills and a determination to deal with them. 
The answers surely lie not in withdrawal, passive 
avoidance or blind reliance on mythical solutions . 
I should like to think that the declini~g £~rtunes 

. 'd ' t a rowing fa1th 1n our of the schlemlel l~ lCa ee g , schlemiel ' s 
ability to cope, wlthout resortlng to the 
stratagems . 

Eugene Mihaly 




